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What’s the cost of your code?

Optimize Your
Code and Save the
Environment

See What Others Cannot

 The Fortified Approach

How it Works

For database developers, the efficiency of your

code directly impacts the bottom line. With

Fortified WISdom, discover the power of

Workload Intelligence to optimize your code,

reduce cost of data, and save the environment.

Understand the Cost of Code

Code and data live for years and have a true

cost. What is the costliest code in your

environment? Start optimizing with WISdom.

Optimize with Precision

Target the most impactful areas for

optimization, from top code inefficiencies to

blocking chains and deadlocks, reducing

resource demand across the enterprise. 

Plan for Peak Workload

Leverage real-time data to make informed

decisions on database server sizing, avoiding

over-provisioning and underutilization.

The age of abundance in technology is over.

Fortified Insight specializes in database efficiency

to unlock opportunities with technology. Our

flagship software, WISdom, provides transparent

and intuitive data to help you understand the

value technology brings to your business.

GET IN TOUCH
www.fortifiedinsight.com



“WISdom improved an issue we were having internally, and then solved
that issue. It allows us to highlight our problems and solve them quickly.”
 

Amy Abel 
Advanced MD

Take the first step with a Fortified Insight Assessment.

Reduce downtime, cut data costs, enhance performance by up to 1000%, expand
capacity without expensive hardware, and fortify security, all in one powerful review.

Contact: sales@fortifiedinsight.com or visit www.fortifiedinsight.com

Unlock the Full Potential of Your Data
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Beyond Alerts: Cut the True
Cost of Data with WISdom

WISdom is not just another monitoring tool; it's

your solution to transforming data into

actionable insights. By leveraging advanced

machine learning and analytics, WISdom alerts

you to anomalies, diagnoses the root causes,

and recommends solutions to not only fix issues

but prevent them in the future. This proactive

approach to database  minimizes downtime,

streamlines troubleshooting, and empowers

better decision-making.

Bridge Your Teams with
Enterprise Visibility

Fortified WISdom fosters a collaborative

ecosystem that bridges developers, DBAs, and

infrastructure teams. Through a centralized

dashboard, each team gains a comprehensive

view of the database environment, allowing for

a cohesive approach to resolving issues.

Developers can see how their code affects

databases, DBAs can pinpoint performance

issues, and infrastructure teams can monitor

server health. 


